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Energy Transition: Investors Focus on Execution
Climate pressures on oil and gas companies have eased this year, as investors switch focus to ensuring firms
implement long-term transition strategies. This reflects broad acceptance of the global low-carbon shift more than
any slowdown, according to Energy Intelligence analysis.
■ C
 limate urgency has eased as investors take stock of new strategies. Most IOCs adopted transition-

related strategies as environmental, social and governance pressures intensified in the past few years. We
now see investors taking a pause and focusing on execution, rather than further ratcheting up demands.
The Ukraine crisis, high oil and gas prices and broader economic concerns have also emphasized the need
for a more measured pace. Shareholders at BP and Equinor last week rejected calls for larger end-use
(Scope 3) emissions cuts “consistent with the goal of the Paris climate agreement,” while endorsing both
companies’ transition strategies. Stepped-up resolutions calling for Paris-aligned targets at Chevron, Exxon
Mobil, Occidental, Valero and ConocoPhillips also failed, as did proposals for banks to slash fossil fuel
lending. This contrasts with 2021, when more modest climate-related proposals surged to majorities and
forced more reticent companies to act. US giant BlackRock recently said it would reject climate resolutions
seen as too prescriptive or destroying value. Focus is also broadening; the Climate Action 100+ coalition is
now focusing more on demand as well as supply of fossil fuels.
■ A
 quieter, more nuanced approach is now taking shape. We see this year’s developments as a sign

of the energy transition’s maturation, rather than a slowdown. After raising the alarm on climate risk and
driving new targets, the financial community is giving companies time to put those plans into practice, with
more focus on direct engagement and less on high-profile shareholder resolutions. Financial institutions are
developing their own net-zero plans and determining how to align portfolios. Having set the pace, some may
be inclined to let policymakers take the lead, especially as the Ukraine war resets political priorities. We are
watching how this squares with pressure from activist investors like Follow This or Dutch pension funds —
and some elements in broader society — pushing a faster rejection of fossil fuels.
■ T
 he Ukraine crisis amplified tensions between near- and long-term timelines. The crisis has

(1) shaken up oil and gas trade flows and stressed supply and (2) boosted the financial and equity
performance of fossil fuels, while (3) accelerating the longer-term transition in some regions, especially
Europe. We see these contradictory pressures giving the industry more leeway to increase near-term
oil and gas supply (and ease energy security considerations) as long as wider transition plans remain in
place. We note the IEA and BlackRock’s support for quick-response shale and skepticism of 10 to 30-year
developments. We do see a role for certain long-term projects, like smaller/more modular deepwater and
LNG schemes and those targeting hydrogen, biofuels or carbon capture.
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■ IOCs will still face problems if they falter. Despite noisy headlines, we don’t see major shifts in key

investors’ underlying objectives over the last six months. No oil and gas company has reversed course on
net-zero plans. We’ve long emphasized that investors fundamentally want companies to develop and adopt
credible transition plans that (1) are resilient to changing business conditions and (2) put the world on a firm
path to address long-term climate risk. Despite acceleration pressure easing, companies must still show
concrete progress and would face investor backlash if they regress. We also believe that for many IOCs,
like Exxon, a firm floor now sits under low-carbon investment, and a ceiling on oil and gas investment,
irrespective of the transition pace.
■ E
 SG demands will keep evolving. Going forward, we expect investors to closely monitor progress on low-

carbon spending and, in Europe, declining oil capex. We see most large investors continuing to engage with
companies despite rising divestment pressures in certain quarters. We also expect stepped-up investor
interaction with governments, regulators and other sectors to directly target end-use demand, though select
pressure for IOC Scope 3 targets will persist. The gap between US and European investor demands may
widen further, as US producers focus on short-cycle oil and gas output within long-term carbon goals and
Europeans focus more on renewables and LNG. We will also watch financial institutions for more detail on
what investments align with their net-zero goals — although we expect this to reinforce the above trends.
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Investors: Conﬂicting Pressures

Shareholders Ease Support for Emissions Resolutions as
Demands Get Tougher
90%

• Energy security priorities encourage
near-term oil and gas investment
• High short-term oil and gas prices
boost returns for investors
• Direct ESG pressure on producers
may be reaching limits for some
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• Underlying engagement continues
on aligning strategies with Paris goals
• Long-term climate goals unchanged,
for investors, companies and others
• Investors and policy-makers shifting
attention to tackle demand

Note: Shareholder support for Follow This-sponsored shareholder resolutions.
Source: Energy Intelligence, preliminary voting results, SEC filings, Follow This
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